Take a Tour Level 3
Pupil’s Book

Lesson 1 Vocabulary

All the listening
material is available on
the Class Audio CDs and
Teacher’s App.
Audioscripts for each
lesson can be found at
the end of the
Teacher’s Book.

Lively opening routines for every
unit to engage children in
participating from the outset.

Every lesson has a clear
learning focus. The characters
from Tiger Street Club outline
what pupils are going to do in
each unit. Setting aims gives
pupils a clear idea of what to
expect and creates interest in
the content of the unit.

The Tiger Street word rap
features in every unit.
The lively rhythm of the
rap motivates pupils to
say new words in context
and makes learning
vocabulary fun and
memorable.

Two images on the unit
noticeboard motivate pupils to
read the story and learn about
the content.

The Spelling Bee is an
enjoyable team activity,
that encourages pupils to
spell words as an integral
part of learning new
vocabulary.

Vocabulary is introduced using
attractive photographic
flashcards. Children get a clear
pronunciation model to follow.

Pupils play an enjoyable game to practise the new
vocabulary in context. Pupils are encouraged to
recall other familiar words from the same lexical
set. The emphasis on recycling ensures flexibility
and continuity in pupils learning.
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Lesson 1 Vocabulary

A variety of
vocabulary
production
and listening
activities
reinforce
learning in the
Pupil’s Book.

All activities
have clear
instructions
that pupils can
follow
independently.

Activity Book

Pupils have an
opportunity
to practise
recycled
vocabulary
from the
same lexical
set.

Personalised
practice
activities
relate
vocabulary to
the pupils’
world and
make learning
memorable.
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Pupil’s Book

Lesson 2 Story

A different story
genre in each unit
develops pupils'
listening and
reading skills in a
variety of
motivating and
engaging contexts.

All unit stories are
attractively illustrated in
varying styles depending
on the theme. Clear
pictures and audio
support pupils
understanding of the
narrative.

Pupils predict the
story then listen to
it using the story
cards.

The Teacher's and
Pupil's Apps on
Navio provide a
variety of
enjoyable ways to
tell and practise
language in the
story.

Comprehension
questions check
pupils’ understanding
of the story. Pupils
listen and check their
answers.

Tiger Street Club Values is a regular
feature which highlights values and
attitudes relevant to the story. Two
questions invite pupils to think about
the issues and take responsibility for
the choices they make.

Pupils are encouraged to think
about and express their personal
opinions in response to the
story. This develops confidence,
self-esteem and respect for the
views of other people.

A personalised
question after
each story invites
pupils to relate
the story to their
own world.
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Activity Book

Lesson 2 Story

A variety of
reading and
writing
activities
check
understanding
and practice
key language
from the story.

Home-School Link is a regular feature which
promotes interaction and communication
between the pupils’ home and school
environment.
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Lesson 3 Grammar and Speaking

A colour-coded grammar
table makes learning points
clear and explicit. The
grammar can be presented,
practised and extended
using the Teacher's App on
Navio.

Pupils follow the grammar
table as they listen and say
the missing words. They
then learn the language
patterns in the grammar
table to help with future
recall.

Pupil’s Book

Tiger Tips highlight points of
grammar that pupils need
to remember in a fun way.

An interactive speaking
activity or game based on
an information gap and/or
logical deduction provides
an enjoyable context for
controlled speaking practice
and promotes active
participation of all pupils.

Lesson 3 Grammar and Writing

Activity Book

The approach
to grammar is
light and age
appropriate
with the focus
on making
grammar
meaningful,
memorable
and accessible
to all learners.

Pupils complete
the grammar
table to check
their
understanding.
They correct
their answers
independently
by looking at the
Pupil’s Book.

Two writing practice activities reinforce and
consolidate the speaking practice , activities and games
in the Pupil’s Book.
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Lesson 4 Grammar, Listening and Speaking

Fantastic phonics is a
feature of every unit in
which pupils learn to
recognise and produce
contrasting sounds of
English in a natural and
enjoyable way.

The Tiger Street Club
characters engage pupils in
singing along to Pop Spot,
an enjoyable regular feature
of every unit. The song helps
pupils practice grammar in
context and make it
memorable.

Pupil’s Book

More meaningful
spoken practice and
an extra listening to
boost confidence by
using the target
language.

A wide range of
attractive, easy-tomake craft activities
motivate pupils to
practice grammar with
confidence and
enjoyment. The use of
cut-outs also develops
cooperation and turntaking skills.

Lesson 4 Grammar, Listening and Writing

Pupils do
further practice
activities to
consolidate
their
understanding
of the
grammatical
construct and
form.

Activity Book

Pupils do an
activity in which
they recall and
write the
grammar
patterns in the
Pop Spot song.

The Home-School Link feature encourages pupils to sing the song
at home with their family using the pupil’s App on Navio. Pupils
also do a personalised writing activity based on the key grammar
and vocabulary of the unit.
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Lesson 5 Cross-curricular content

The Tiger Team Magazine
is an attractive spread
which contains the Crosscurricular content in Lesson
5 and the Culture and
Project in Lesson 6.

The Cross-curricular
content is introduced
with an attractive and
motivating video. This
introduces the topic and
helps pupils to
remember what they
already know before
they read the text and
explore the topic in
more detail. The video
can be found in the
Teacher’s App and the
Pupil’s App on Navio.

Pupil’s Book

A reading text is attractively
presented in easy-to-read
sections accompanied by
appealing photos or
illustrations, making it
accessible and motivating to
pupils. There are also
comprehension questions to
check pupils’ understanding.

The Do You Know ...? fact at
the end of the Cross-curricular
reading, highlights interesting
or amazing facts related to the
topic.

Pupils research online with
the support of their teachers
to find specific information
related to the topic of the
lesson.

Lesson 5 Cross-curricular content

Pupils do a
variety of
activities to
help reinforce
understanding
of key concepts
and language.

Activity Book

Personalised
speaking and
writing
activities
engage pupils
in relating the
crosscurricular
content to
themselves
and their
world.
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Lesson 6 Culture Project: Video, Reading and Writing

Pupils learn about an aspect
of culture in the UK.

Pupil’s Book

A lively video clip motivates
pupils to learn about aspects of
culture in the UK. The video can
be found in the Teacher’s App
and the Pupil’s App on Navio.

The reading text is a
personalised report on an
aspect of culture in the UK that
provides a model writing text for
the pupils’ own projects.

Pupils are given structured
support to prepare their
projects. Think about ...
helps pupils to prepare what
they want to include in their
projects.

Learning to learn is a regular
feature of the materials which
promotes responsible
independent learning.

Lesson 6 Culture Project: Listening, Reading and Writing

Activity Book

Pupils do a
listening
activity based
on the Tiger
Street Club
Report in the
Pupil’s Book.
This builds
confidence
and helps
pupils to plan
and write their
own projects.

Handwritten
notes and a
complete
project
provide
pupils with
a clear
model for
their own
projects.

Using
notebooks
gives flexibility
to the length
of the projects
and allows for
pictures and
photos that
pupils may
wish to
include.

Remember
tips are a
regular
feature and
focus on tips
and
strategies
for pupils to
write and
present
their work
clearly and
correctly.

Pupils are encouraged to use
technology with their parents’
support to extend their projects.

uso interno exclusivamente
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Lesson 7 Consolidation and Extension

Class Chit-chat is a
regular feature which
develops pupils’
competence and
confidence in using
natural English to
communicate in the
classroom.

Pupil’s Book

The Reading Corner
introduces pupils to a
wide range of different
text types which relate
to the content of the
unit.

The Tiger Street Tales
provide reading for
pleasure based around the
comic adventures of Squirrel,
Fox and Magpie who have
their own alternative club in
Tiger Street.

Lesson 7 Unit Review: Vocabulary and Grammar

A range of
enjoyable
revision
activities
engage pupils
in reviewing
key vocabulary
and grammar
they have
learnt in the
unit.

uso interno exclusivamente

Activity Book

The review
places an
emphasis on
the process of
learning and
helps to
develop
pupils’ selfawareness
and
metacognitive
skills.
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Tiger Tasks

Pupil’s Book

In the end matter of each Pupil’s Book there are 2 new skills-based modules with a Cross-curricular focus. Each
lesson has a subject theme and includes 4 lessons: reading, listening, writing and a project lesson that integrates
language skills, better preparing pupils for real world use of English. These lessons can be used all together or
individually as extra skills practice.

Reading

The lesson
begins with an
engaging
question to
introduce the
theme and find
out what pupils
already know
about the topic.

Listening

Language Help
boxes on each
page make the
key language
more
accessible and
supports them
with the
activities.

Tiger Tasks

Pupil’s Book

Writing
Clearly staged
activities to
support writing
tasks, ensuring
pupils achieve
the learning
outcome
successfully.

Project
The project
lessons integrate
all skills and give
pupils the chance
to work together
and use the
language learnt in
the previous
lessons.

The project pages also have a Collaborate box which focuses the children on the
language they need to cooperate with each other and work on the task together.

Lesson 8 Unit Review

Pupil’s Book

Supplementary material in the end matter of the Activity Book and Essential Activity Book
This section contains reinforcement material of the vocabulary and grammar for every unit
of New Tiger. It includes the following:
Verb List
Picture Dictionary
Grammar Reference Bank
Vocabulary and Grammar Reinforcement activities
Cut-out Cards

Lesson 8 Unit Review: Cross curricular and Self-assessment

Activity Book

As well as the
unit language,
the review also
covers the
Cross-curricular
content and
Culture
introduced in
the unit.

Can do
statements
develop pupils’
awareness of
the personal
learning that has
taken place in
the unit.

Pupils
consolidate
vocabulary
learning by
completing the
Picture
Dictionary at the
back of the
Activity Book or
Essential Activity
Book.

Pupils assess
themselves and
their work in
the unit and
make a learning
plan. They share
this with their
teacher and
families.

